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Women in North and East Syria protest the murder of Nagihan Akarsel

The Women’s Committee of the Kurdish Red Crescent organized a discussion on breast
cancer

Women in northern and eastern Syria take to the
streets to protest the killing of Nagihan Akarsel,
feminist journalist, academic, member of Jineoloji
Academy and editor of Jineoloji magazine, in Sulaymaniyah. In various cities in northern and eastern
Syria, women have made it clear that they will preserve the values Nagihan Akarsel stands for through
their resistance.

Under the slogan “Don’t kill life, save it”, an event on
breast cancer was organized. The purpose of this was
to draw attention to the issue and raise awareness in
society. Women from the medical and social sectors
in northern and eastern Syria participated in the
panel in an effort to treat breast cancer at an early
stage throughout society.
Read more:
https://hawarnews.com/kr/haber/komteya-jinan-aheyva-sor-a-kurd-panelek-li-pencesra-sng-li-darxist-h67570.html

Read more:
https://jinhaagency.com/en/actual/women-protest-killing-of-nagihan-akarsel-in-ne-syrian-32056

Sara Organization launches campaign to eliminate violence against women

The fourth conference of the Syriac Women’s Union was held

With the approach of the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence against Women, Sara Women’s Organization Against Violence Against women
of the Euphrates region has launched a campaign to
eliminate all forms of violence against women. For
two months around November 25, they will be carrying out increased activities and events to educate,
raise awareness and end violence against women.

The fourth conference of the Syriac Women’s Union
in Syria was launched in Qamishlo under the slogan “Gender Equality” with the participation of 80
delegates and members of the Syriac Women’s Union.
Following decisions were made at the conference:
Organizational, intellectual, military and nursing
training centers are to be opened for the members
of the Syriac Women’s Union. An academy is to
be opened, Eshratur homes are to be opened, and
churches and educational centers are to be opened
for Syriac children.
Read more:
https://hawarnews.com/en/haber/the-fourth-conference-of-syriac-womens-union-kicks-off-h33467.html

Read more:
https://jinhaagency.com/en/actual/activities-of-sara-organization-for-november-25-announced-32123

3rd conference of Women’s Forces for Internal Security Asayish Jin took place

Women in NE Syria continue to show solidarity with protests with the uprising in Rojhilat and Iran

The conference of the Women’s Forces for Internal
Security of Northern and Eastern Syria was held
under the slogan “Asayisha Jin will break the chain
of betrayal and raise the flag of freedom”. It was
attended by the members of the Women’s Forces for
Internal Security and 400 delegations of the Hewarî,
the Sotoro-Jin, the Natoro-Jin, the Kongra-Star and
the Autonomous Administration of Northern and
Eastern Syria (AANES).

The Kongra Star remembered the Kurdish young
woman Jina Amini and reiterated its solidarity with
the peoples of the uprising in RojhilatKurdistan and
Iran and called on women to take to the streets and
strengthen the fight against the misogynist regime.
Read more:
https://hawarnews.com/en/haber/kstar-recalls-ginaamini-and-calls-on-women-to-unite-in-the-struggleagainst-the-anti-women-system-h33441.html

Read more:
https://jinhaagency.com/en/actual/3rd-conference-of-women-s-internal-security-forces-women-are-empowered-by-the-revolution-32159
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Kongra Star is in a phase of preparation of its biennial conference

The women’s movement Kongra Star is in a phase of preparation for its biennial conference at the level of
whole Rojava. Therefore, last month, the conferences of the various committees of Kongra Star and the councils at the city and canton levels were held in preparation. At the conference, the last 2 years will be evaluated
and plans for the future will be made.
Read more:
https://hawarnews.com/en/haber/kongra-star-in-damascus-holds-its-annual-meeting-h33389.html
https://hawarnews.com/en/haber/ninth-kongra-star-conference-kicks-off-in-al-hasakah-canton-h33204.html
https://hawarnews.com/en/haber/sherine-hassan-efforts-in-establishing-womens-conference-against-authoritarian-mindset-h33348.html
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